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Messenger 
Bag

Skill Level: 
Intermediate

A sturdy, multi-pocketed messenger bag 
perfectly sized for toting your tablet.  

Finished Size:  
121⁄4" (31cm)h x 15" (38cm)w x 3"(7.5cm)d

Supplies
Katagami by Parson Gray 
(A) PWPG050.THATC , outer  1yd (.91m) 
(B) PWPG051.THATC , lining  3⁄4yd (.69m) 
(C) PWPG047.TENTX , accent  1⁄2yd (.45m)

Additional Requirements
Fusible Fleece 3⁄4yd (.69m)
Coats Fashion metal zipper, 9” (22.86cm) 
Coats Dual Duty XP thread in matching color
Fabric Marking Pen
1¼” metal slide buckle and square ring (for strap)
Optional: Sew-on Magnetic Snap Bag Closure

Technique: Sewing

Designed By: Joy McKeon

Brand: FreeSpirit

Crafting Time: A Day

FreeSpirit 
presents: 
Katagami by 
Parson Gray
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Instructions
Preparing patterns (pages 5-8):
Print and tape together BAG FRONT and BACK pieces A 
and B matching notches. 
Print and tape together FLAP pieces A and B matching 
notches.

Cutting 
Fabric A , outer bag cut:
(2) Bag on fold
(2) Flap on fold
(2) Strap – WOF x 5” (WOF x 12.7cm)
WOF = WIDTH OF FABRIC

Fabric B , lining, cut:
(2) Front & Back on fold

Fabric C , accent, cut:
Inside Pocket - 12½” x 5½” (31.5 cm x 14cm)
Outside Pocket - 12½” x 19” (31.5cm x 48.3cm)
Flap Stripe – 15” x width of Stripe + ½” seam allowance 
on either side (0.38m x width of Stripe  + 1.27cm seam 
allowance on either side) 

Fusible Fleece , cut:
(2) Bag lining on fold
(1) Flap on fold 

Transfer all circle markings onto fabric.

Messenger Bag

Assembly
Note: Use a ½” (1.3cm) seam allowance throughout.
1. Fuse fusible fleece to the wrong sides of all Outer 

Bag and Flap fabric pieces. 
2. Press under the 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) seam allowances on Flap 

Stripe.
3. Mark center on outer Flap. 
4. Center and pin Flap Stripe on Outer Bag; edgestitch 

in place.   
5. Place two Flap and Flap lining pieces right sides 

together, stitch along sides and lower edge leaving 
upper edge open. 

6. Trim seam allowances to ¼” (.63cm) and clip curves 
where necessary. Turn and press. 

7. Quilt through Flap layers as desired. 
8. Stitch 1⁄2" (1.3 cm) on each side of the corner circles 

on the Outer Bag Front and Back to reinforce.
9. On wrong side of Outer Pocket piece, fold in half and 

mark center. Measure down 1½” (3.8cm) from top 
and draw a horizontal line. Measure down another ½” 
(1.27cm) and draw a second parallel line just below 
previous line. Find center between these two lines 
and mark with a third line. 

10. Draw two vertical lines, connecting all three, to mark 
length of zipper. 

11. Fold Outer Back fabric piece in half to find center, 
mark. With right sides together and matching centers 
pin Outer Pocket piece to Outer Back piece 2½” 
(6.35cm) down from top edge.

12. Stitch around outer boxed lines. 
13. Carefully cut through layers along centerline, stop-

ping ¼” (.63cm) from ends. Snip ends diagonally to 
corners. Turn pocket thoroughly through opening to 
back. Press edges neatly. 

14. Pin pocket piece down to keep out of the way of next 
step. 

15. From right side, center and pin zipper under the 
opening. Topstitch zipper in place from right side of 
Bag Back piece. 

16. Unpin pocket piece and fold in half matching side 
and top edges to form pocket. Carefully stitch pocket 
sides and top keeping free from Back piece. Zippered 
pocket is now complete. 

17. With right sides together, fold inside pocket piece 
in half and stitch long and short edges, leaving 2” 
(5.08cm) open for turning. 

18. Turn, press.
19. On front lining piece, find center and measure 2½” 

(6.35cm) down. Pin pocket piece in place. Edgestitch 
and topstitch pocket sides and lower edge closing 
opening left for turning.

20. Stitch divisions in pocket as desired. 
21. Stitch Outer Bag Front and Back fabric pieces togeth-

er at sides and lower edge. 
22. To create corners, fold Bag corners matching circles 

and seams (side seam to bottom seam) and stitch 
across.

23. Turn right side out and press. 
24. With right sides together, pin Flap to back of Outer 

Bag, centering between circles. Stitch in place.
25. Repeat steps 21-22 for Bag Front and Back lining 

pieces, leaving 4” (10.1cm) open on bottom for 
turning. 
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26. Using a diagonal seam to reduce bulk, stitch short 
ends of two Strap pieces together. Trim to 64” 
(1.63m). 

27. Fold Strap strip in half lengthwise and press. Open 
and fold long raw edges to the center; press. Fold 
again lengthwise and press creating a strip approx-
imately 1¼” wide (3.17cm). Edgestitch both long 
edges. 

28. Cut 5” (12.7cm) from Strap. Loop  5” (12.7cm) strap 
through metal square ring. Stitch strap together close 
to ring.

29. Thread approximately 3” (7.6cm) of remaining long 
strap around center bar of slide buckle, stitch end 
close to slide buckle. Thread remaining raw end of 
strap through square ring and back through slide 
buckle, adjust length. 

30. Center each strap section over the Outer Bag side 
seams, being careful not to twist; baste in place. 

31. With right sides together, pin lining to upper edge 
of bag, stitch. Turn right side out: turning lining to 
inside, press. 

32. Turn under edges of opening in lining, edgestitch 
opening closed. 

Messenger Bag

Finishing
1. Attach magnetic snap to the inside of Flap and front 

of Bag following manufacturer’s directions. Place 
where desired on Flap and hand stitch in place. Top-
stitch around upper opening edge, if desired. 

2. Lightly press Bag to shape it if necessary. 
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Messenger Bag

Fabric Key  
Katagami by Parson Gray
(A) PWPG050.THATC 
(B) PWPG051.THATC 
(C) PWPG047.TENTX

(A) (B) (C)
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BAG
FRONT & BACK (*Piece A)

(Match to Bag Piece A to Piece B)

FO
LD

Fabric A: Front cut 1 (on fold)
              Back cut 1 (on fold)
Fabric B: Cut 2 (on fold)
Fusible Fleece: Cut 2 (on fold)



CEN
TER

BAG
FRONT & BACK (*Piece B)

* Tape Bag Pattern Pieces A & B together
    matching triangle notches to make a diamond



FO
LD

FLAP (*Piece A)

Fabric A: FLAP cut 1 (on fold)
Fabric B: Facing cut 1 (on fold)
Fusible Fleece: cut 1 (on fold)



CEN
TER

FLAP (*Piece B)

* Tape Flap Pattern Pieces A&B
   together matching triangle notches
   to make a diamond


